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The �rst private jet tour in Japan - 
Wonders of Japan in 8 days.

Taking in iconic regions of Japan - Hokkaido, Wajima, 
Kyoto, Kagoshima, and Setouchi - Wonders of Japan 
immerses the traveler in themes of nature, culture, 
food, art, and wellness. 

At each destination we work with local partners to 
deliver exceptional, authentic hospitality and comfort.

Journey with INFINITY as we rede�ne 
luxury travel and hospitality, transporting 
clients on a private jet equipped with 
state-of-the-art technology.

Experience the next-level of travel 
through Wonders of Japan. 

Tour by private jet First in Japan!

 Discover Japan
  in 8 days by Wonders of Japan

Kagaya Bettei 
Matsunomidori　 



SAMPLE PLAN
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PLACE HIGHLIGHT HOTEL

Nature tour by canoe through the Kushiro 
Wetlands with canoeist Yuya Tsuchida. 
Enjoy the unique view of nature- potential to 
see white-tailed eagles and Yezo sika deer.

Experience the world of lacquer. Visit the 
workshop of Takashi Wakamiya, a lacquer 
artist who leads Hikoju Makie, a group of 
craft persons creating lacquer art using 
traditional techniques.

The tour moves to Kyoto.  Take a stroll among 
long-established confectionery stores followed 
by a tea-ceremony experience. Enjoy a private 
evening dinner concert performed by gagaku 
master Hideki Togi at Tō-ji Temple.

At Sennyū-ji, the temple of the imperial family, 
pray while wearing traditional Japanese dress. 
In the evening, enjoy a dining with geisha 
experience at, a traditional and prestigious 
tea house .

Enjoy spectacular views, all to yourself, of the 
Kirishima Mountains from the secluded luxury 
accommodation Tenkū.  A relaxing, healing 
experience for both mind and body.

Modern art viewing in Toyoshima and 
Naoshima with a renowned curator, followed by 
yacht cruise with a private chef onboard. Enjoy 
the picturesque sunset view over the islands.

The tour �nale. After exploring the undulating 
townscapes of Onomichi and Tomonoura, 
enjoy a farewell party at the Bella Vista, a hotel 
built to entertain shipowners from around 
the world.

Enjoy cycling in the morning sun along the 
Shimanami Kaido.  After breakfast at the hotel, 
head to Onomichi for helicopter transport to 
Okayama Airport.  Transfer to private jet for 
Haneda Airport.

Haneda Airport - 
Kushiro Airport (Hokkaido) - 
Kushiro Shitsugen & 
Lake Toro - Kushiro River - 
Lake Kussharo (stay)

Lake Kussharo - 
Memambetsu Airport - 
Noto Airport - Wajima - 
Suzu Town (stay)

Suzu Town - Noto Airport - 
Kobe Airport - Kyoto (stay)

Kyoto - Explore the city of 
Kyoto (stay)

Kyoto - Kobe Airport - 
Kagoshima Airport - 
Kirishima (stay)

Kirishima - Kagoshima 
Airport - Okayama Airport - 
Uno Port - (yacht) - Teshima - 
(yacht) - Naoshima (stay)

Naoshima - (yacht) - 
Kojima - (car) - 
Onomichi (stay)

Onomichi - (helicopter) - 
Okayama Airport - 
Haneda Airport

Auberge SoRa
Log-house hotel 
by Lake Kussharo, 
known for creative 
French cuisine.

Stately hot-spring 
inn with historical 
Japanese garden 
and art museum. 

HOTEL
THE MITSUI 
KYOTO

5-star luxury hotel 
celebrating the 
legacy of the 
Mitsui family.

Tenkū
A new luxury 
hotel designed 
to delight the 
senses with its 
natural beauty.

Naoshima Ryokan 
ROKA 
Roka is an 
accommodation x 
art project and it is 
an exciting new 
destination in 
Naoshima.

Bella Vista Spa 
and Marina 
Onomichi
Beautiful views 
from a space 
designed for 
unwinding. 

Information: Presented in this catalog is for 
illustrative purposes only. Destinations, 
accommodations, experiences, etc., can be 
arranged according to requests. Accommodations 
and experiences may be subject to change.

*

PLAN CONCEPT
For those who understand the value of travel by private jet.

Our bespoke journeys are carefully crafted for business persons 
for whom time is limited, trendsetters who want to stay ahead 

of the curve and travel in unique style, and globe-trotting families.

Wonders of Japan - a tour of Japan by private jet, 
o�ering a unique, authentic travel experience.  
Itineraries can be customized to suit the traveler’s 
needs, including the selection of a single portion.

 Discover Japan
 in 8 days by Wonders of Japan

Tour by private jet First in Japan!
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